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We show that under certain additional hypothesis, two population competing
species models in bounded domains with diffusion and large interaction have simple
dynamics. In particular, the solutions approach stationary states as t tends to
inﬁnity. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the dynamics of the Lotka–Volterra competing
species system
@u
@t
¼ Duþ uða u cvÞ;
@v
@t
¼ Dvþ vðd  v euÞ in O;
@u
@n
¼
@v
@n
¼ 0 on @O
u; v50:
ð1Þ
Here, O is a smooth bounded domain in Rn and a; c; d; e are constants,
with c; e > 0: We prove in many cases where c and e are both large positive
with ec close to a 2 ð0;1Þ; the dynamics is very simple. In fact, it behaves
as though it were gradient like. In particular, every solution approaches a
stationary solution as t !1: In other cases we obtain a good deal of
information about the dynamics. Our methods also apply to Dirichlet
boundary conditions and to the case that a; d depend on x; c ¼ *cc1ðxÞ;
e ¼ *ec1ðxÞ where c1 is ﬁxed and positive on %O and *c and *e are large. Our
methods also apply to cases where a ¼ 0 or 1:1Permanent address: Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, Beijing 100080, People’s
Republic of China.
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DYNAMICS OF LOTKA–VOLTERRA COMPETITION SYSTEMS 471The reason for the interest in this case is that the dynamics of (1) are
poorly understood. Let us recall what is known. It is convenient to deﬁne
%uðxÞ to be the maximal stationary solution if v ¼ 0 and %v is deﬁned
analogously. (Note that %u 	 a if a > 0:) If a40; uðx; tÞ ! 0 as t !1 and
vðx; tÞ ! %vðxÞ uniformly as t !1 (unless vðx; 0Þ 	 0 when vðx; tÞ 	 0). A
similar result holds if d40: If ð %u; 0Þ and ð0; %vÞ are both isolated and unstable
(for non-negative initial values), then ðuðx; tÞ; vðx; tÞÞ ! ð *uðxÞ; *vðxÞÞ as t !1
provided uðx; 0Þ and vðx; 0Þ do not vanish identically. Here, ð *u; *vÞ is the
unique stationary solution of (1) for which both components are strictly
positive in O: Such a solution is called a strictly positive solution. (This
depends upon the uniqueness of the strictly positive stationary solution of
(1). If the boundary conditions are Dirichlet or if the coefﬁcients depend on
x; the uniqueness is only true under additional assumptions, as in [3].) If
exactly one of ð %u; 0Þ and ð0; %vÞ is stable (for non-negative initial values), then
every solution of (1) with non-negative initial values approaches a stationary
solution of (1) (which has one component vanishing). This once again is
only known for Neumann boundary conditions. These results are proved by
monotonicity arguments. Lastly, if a ¼ d and c ¼ e ¼ 1; it can be shown
that any solution with uðx; 0Þ and vðx; 0Þ non-negative and not vanishing
identically approaches a strictly positive solution. (In this last case, there is a
continuum of strictly positive solutions. This is mentioned in [4] and proved
in [15] or [20]). In all cases, these results still hold if we replace @v@t by t
@v
@t
where t > 0: Note that the only known results for cases where ð %u; 0Þ and ð0; %vÞ
both unstable are small perturbation results.
To prove our theorem, we need to make three assumptions: C1, C2 and
C3.
Assumption C1. The equation
Du ¼ auþ þ du in O;
@u
@n
¼ 0 on @O
ð2Þ
has only trivial solutions (where u ¼ uþ þ uÞ:
Assumption C2. Non-trivial solutions of
Du ¼ auþ þ du  a1ðuþÞ2 þ ðuÞ2 in O;
@u
@n
¼ 0 on @O
ð3Þ
are non-degenerate (that is, have invertible linearization).
Note that non-trivial solutions of (3) only vanish on a set of measure zero
so that the linearization makes sense. It can be proved that both these
DANCER AND ZHANG472conditions hold for generic O and much is known about when C1 holds
(cf. [4–7, 13]). It is possible to prove that C2 always holds in one space
dimension.
Assumption C3. Non-constant (in time) bounded positive solutions of
@u
@t
¼ Duþ uða vÞ in O;
@v
@t
¼ Dvþ vðd  uÞ;
@u
@n
¼
@v
@n
¼ 0 on @O
ð4Þ
on O
 R approach distinct stationary solutions as t !1 the positive
stationary solutions are hyperbolic, and there are no ‘‘circuits’’ of
heteroclinic positive orbits.
We deﬁne this no circuit condition precisely in Section 2. We can prove
this in certain cases (see Section 2). As we see later, it is essential that (4) has
simple dynamics.
Note that our results are new even in the much simpler case when a ¼ d
and our techniques provide a good deal of information in much more
general cases. In particular, C1 and C3 are only needed to understand
solutions which are small as t tends to inﬁnity. (If C1 holds, C3 is only
needed for solutions which are of order c1 for t large.) Finally, note that the
behaviour of our system usually changes if we increase a or d across a point
where (2) has non-trivial solutions.
Our results (and techniques) when combined with Conley index ideas and
monotonicity can be used to obtain a good deal of information on the
connections between the stationary solutions. We intend to return to this.
Our techniques could also be combined with [9] to calculate homotopy
indices for (4).
Note that results of Hirsch [16] apply to our system and ensure that
‘‘most’’ solutions approach stationary solutions. Our results show that in
some cases all solutions with non-negative initial values approach stationary
solutions.
In Section 1, we consider solutions which do not become small; in Section
2, we consider solutions which become small, and in Section 3, we prove the
main result.
1. BOUNDED NON-SMALL SOLUTIONS
In this section, our main interest is to study bounded solutions of (1)
where uþ v is not rather small for t large.
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’u ¼ Duþ uða u ckvÞ;
’v ¼ Dvþ vðd  v akckuÞ in O;
@u
@n
¼
@v
@n
¼ 0 on @O
u; v50 in O:
ð5Þ
Our key result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that M > 0; e > 0; ak ! a 2 ð0;1Þ as k !1 and
ck !1 as k !1: Then there exists a *k such that if ðu; vÞ is a solution of (5)
on O
 ð*t;1Þ with uðx; tÞ4M and vðx; tÞ4M on O
 ð*t;1Þ and k5 *k then
uðx; tÞ4e or vðx; tÞ4e for t5*t þ 1 and x 2 O:
Proof. This is a blow-up argument. Assume by way of contradiction
that there exist ki !1; ti5*t þ 1 and solutions ui; vi with uiðxi; tiÞ5e0 and
viðxi; tiÞ5e0 where xi 2 O: We will ﬁrst use a blow-up argument to obtain a
limiting argument on Rn and then obtain a contradiction by studying this
limiting equation
Step 1. Finding the limiting equation. We deﬁne
*uiðX ; T Þ ¼ uiðx; tÞ; *viðX ; T Þ ¼ viðx; tÞ;
where X ¼ c
1
2
kiðx xiÞ; T ¼ ckiðt  tiÞ:
Here, cki is ck for the subsequence where k ¼ ki: In the new variables our
equation becomes
@
@T
*ui ¼ D *ui þ *uið*vi þ c1ki ða *uiÞÞ;
@
@T
*vi ¼ D *vi þ *viðaki *ui þ c1ki ðd  *viÞÞ in *Oi;
@ *ui
@n
¼
@*vi
@n
¼ 0 on @ *Oi:
Here, O becomes *Oi in the new variables, *uið0; 0Þ5e0 and *við0; 0Þ5e0: Note
that the terms c1ki ða *uiÞ and c
1
ki ðd  *viÞ both tend to zero uniformly in our
set (since 04 *ui; *vi4MÞ: First, assume that distð0; @ *OiÞ ! 1 as i!1 (at
least through a subsequence). Then we can use local estimates and a
standard and simple limiting argument to show that a subsequence of ð *ui; *viÞ
DANCER AND ZHANG474converge uniformly on compact sets in Rn 
 R to a solution ð #u; #vÞ of
’u ¼ Du uv;
’v ¼ Dv auv
ð6Þ
such that 04 #u; #v4M and #uð0; 0Þ5e0 and #vð0; 0Þ5e0 (since *uið0; 0Þ5e0
and *við0; 0Þ5e0Þ: Similar arguments appear in [11, p. 16]. As in [11], if
fdist ð0; @ *OiÞg is bounded, we can use a similar argument to obtain a
similar solution ð #u; #vÞ of (6) on #T 
 R; where #T is a half-space with
@ #u
@n ¼
@#v
@n ¼ 0 on @ #T 
 R: (Note that the stretching of the x variables
ﬂattens the boundary and 0 2 int #T :) Since the boundary conditions
are Neumann and our equations are autonomous, we can then reﬂect
#u and #v evenly across @ #T to obtain a solution on Rn 
 R again. Thus in
all cases, we have a solution ð #u; #vÞ of (6) on Rn 
 R with 04 #u; #v4M and
#uð0; 0Þ5e0 and #vð0; 0Þ5e0:
Step 2. We use this limiting equation to obtain a contradiction. First,
note that w ¼ a #u  #v is a bounded solution of ’w ¼ Dw on Rn 
 R and hence
by John [1, pp. 103, 104] w is constant. (He assumes that w is non-negative
but we can always achieve this by adding a constant to w:) Hence a #u  #v ¼
C: We assume that C40: The other case is similar (by using the #v equation).
Then #u satisﬁes
’u ¼ Du uðau CÞ ð7Þ
on Rn 
 R: Since 04 #u4M ; standard local estimates imply that #u is
uniformly bounded in C2;1 (that is 2 space derivatives and 1 time derivative).
Let zðtÞ ¼ supx #uðx; tÞ: Then z is Lipschitz and differentiable almost every-
where. Suppose z is differentiable at %t and #uðx; %t Þ achieves its maximum at #x
where D #uð #x; %tÞ40: If h > 0;
h1ðzð%t  hÞ  zð%tÞÞ ¼ h1ðzð%tÞ  zð%t  hÞÞ4h1ð #uð #x; %tÞ  #uð #x; %t  hÞÞ:
Hence,
’zð%tÞ4
@
@t
#uð #x; %tÞ4 #uð #x; %tÞða #uð #x; %tÞ  CÞ:
4 azð%tÞ2:
If the left derivative does not exist, we still have that
lim suph!0
zð%t þ hÞ  zð%t Þ
h
4 azð%t Þ2:
DYNAMICS OF LOTKA–VOLTERRA COMPETITION SYSTEMS 475If supx #uðx; %tÞ is not achieved, choose xj so #uðxj; %t Þ ! supx #uðx; %t Þ: Then a
standard limiting argument shows #uðxþ xj; tÞ converges uniformly on
compact sets to *uðx; tÞ where *uð0; %t Þ ¼ zð%tÞ: Let *zðtÞ ¼ supx *uðx; tÞ: It is easy
to see that *zð%t Þ ¼ zð%t Þ and supx *uðx; %t Þ is achieved for x ¼ 0: Moreover, *zðtÞ
4zðtÞ for t=%t: By applying what we have already proved to *z; we see that
lim suph!0
*zð%t þ hÞ  *zð%tÞ
h
4 a*zð%t Þ2:
By our inequalities relating z and *z; we see that the same result is true if *z
is replaced by z and hence ’zð%tÞ4 azð%tÞ2 if z is differentiable at %t: By
integrating this differential inequality and using that zðt0Þ4M ; where t0 2 R
(by our assumptions on u), we see that
zðtÞ15zðt0Þ
1 þ aðt  t0Þ
and thus zðtÞ4a1ðt  t0Þ
1:
By letting t0 tend to 1; we see that zðtÞ 	 0 and hence #uðx; tÞ 	 0: This
contradicts that #uð0; 0Þ5e0: This ﬁnishes the proof. ]
Remark. (1) Note that the assumed bound on u and v is no problem. If
ðu; vÞ are solutions of (1), then u4 *u for t50 where *u is the solution of
’u ¼ Duþ uða uÞ
with the same initial condition. Since the solution of the latter equation
approaches %u as t !1; we see that we can choose M ¼ jj %ujj1 þ 1 if we
choose *t large (independent of k).
(2) The result is also true if a ¼ 0 but is less interesting in this case. In
this case, it is also true if we replace @v@t by t
@v
@t where t > 0:
Now, if ðuk ; vkÞ is a solution of (5), wk ¼ akuk  vk satisﬁes
’wk  Dwk ¼ aakuk  aku2k  dvk þ v
2
k : ð8Þ
Now the terms on the right-hand side are uniformly bounded (for t5*t for
suitable *t ) and then standard local estimates (as in [14]) ensure that wk is
uniformly bounded in H .older spaces (for t5*t þ dÞ:
If ukðx; tÞ > e and vkðx; tÞ4e; wkðx; tÞ > 0; jwkðx; tÞ  akukðx; tÞj4ðaþ 1Þe
and jdvk  v2k j4Ke: Since vkðx; tÞ4M and since the map ay  y
2 is Lipschitz
on ½M  1;M þ 1; jaakukðx; tÞ  akukðx; tÞ
2  ðawkðx; tÞ  a1wkðx; tÞ
2Þj4K1
ðaþ 1Þe: Hence we eventually see that in this case the right-hand side
of (8) at ðx; tÞ is hðwkðx; tÞÞ þ Okð1Þ where hðyÞ ¼ ayþ þ dy  a1ðyþÞ
2 þ
ðyÞ2 and jOkð1Þj4K2e: Note that wk ðx; tÞ ¼ 0: Thus jakukðx; tÞ þ w
þ
k ðx; tÞj þ
jvkðx; tÞ þ wk ðx; tÞj4K2e in this case.
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that the right-hand side of (8) at ðx; tÞ is hðwkðx; tÞÞ þ Okð1Þ where jOkð1Þj4
K2e: (In this case, wkðx; tÞ50 and wþk ðx; tÞ ¼ 0:) Once again, jakuk  w
þ
k j þ
jvk þ wk j4K2e at ðx; tÞ:
Finally, if ukðx; tÞ4e and vkðx; tÞ4e; hðwkðx; tÞÞ;wkðx; tÞ and the right-hand
side of (8) at ðx; tÞ are all4K1ðaþ 1Þe and hence once again, we see the right-
hand side of (8) is hðwkðx; tÞÞ þ Okð1Þ and jakuk  wþk j þ jvk þ w

k j4K2e at
ðx; tÞ:
Now Theorem 1 shows that the three possibilities above cover all cases
for t5*t þ d: Hence, since we can choose e small, we have proved that if
ukðx; tÞ; vkðx; tÞ4M for t5*t; then
’wk  Dwk ¼ hðwkÞ þ *Okð1Þ ð9Þ
and
jakuk  wþk j þ jvk þ w

k j4 *Okð1Þ ð10Þ
for t5*t þ d where *Okð1Þ converges uniformly to zero on %O as k !1:
Remark. In the Dirichlet case, we can prove the same result by using
barriers near the boundary. Note that for time-independent solutions we can
easily deduce from (9) and (10) that uk and vk converge uniformly as k !1:
This improves the convergence in Theorem 1 in [9]. In the case t ¼ 1; it also
can be used to improve the convergence theorems for the parabolic problem
in [12].
Since h is locally Lipschitz, standard convergence results (cf. [14, Theorem
3.4.1]) imply that on compact t intervals (in t5*t þ dÞ;wk is close in W 1;pðOÞ
to the solution of
’w ¼ Dwþ hðwÞ
(plus the boundary condition) with the same (or close in W 1;pðOÞÞ initial
values. We now use this to obtain a good deal of information on the
dynamic behaviour if k is large.
We now assume that (3) has only isolated solutions. (We will show below
this can be weakened a little in symmetric cases.)
We ﬁrst prove that, if k is large, any solution of (5) gets close to a single
solution of (3). More precisely, we prove the following.
Theorem 2. Assume that the solutions of (3) are isolated, that ak ! a 2
ð0;1Þ as k !1 and ck !1 as k !1: Given e > 0; there exists a *k such
that if k5 *k and if ðuðx; tÞ; vðx; tÞÞ is a solution of (5) with u; v4M for t5*t; then
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jakuðx; tÞ  *wðxÞ
þj þ jvðx; tÞ þ *wðxÞj4e
for all x 2 %O if t is large.
Proof. By (10) it is sufﬁcient to prove wkðx; tÞ that is uniformly close to *w
for large t: By our assumptions and compactness, (3) has only ﬁnitely many
non-trivial stationary solutions f *wig
r
i¼1 with jj *wijj15e0; where e0 is small and
ﬁxed. Let E be the usual energy for (3), that is,
EðwÞ ¼
Z
O
1
2
jrwj2 
1
2
aðwþÞ2 
1
2
dðwÞ2 þ
1
3
a1ðwþÞ3 
1
3
ðwÞ3
 
:
A simple calculation shows that EðwÞ50 for any non-trivial solution w
of (3) (using that ðE0ðwÞ;wÞ ¼ 0Þ and that there is *b > 0 such that Eðw1Þ4E
ðw2Þ  *b if w1;w2 are solutions of (3) so that there is a heteroclinic orbit of
the natural parabolic analogue of (3) joining w1 and w2: A simple
compactness argument shows that
jj  Dw hðwÞjj25d > 0 ð11Þ
if w 2 W 2;2ðOÞ;w satisﬁes the boundary condition, jjw *wijj25g > 0 for i ¼
1; . . . ; r; and jjwjj25g > 0: If w is a solution of the parabolic analogue of (3) a
simple calculation using (9) shows that
d
dt
EðwðtÞÞ ¼ jj  Dw hðwÞjj22 þ *Okð1Þjj  Dw hðwÞjj24 d1; ð12Þ
where d1 > 0 if k is large when wðtÞ 2 S ¼ fw 2 W 2;2ðOÞ;w satisﬁes the
boundary condition, jjw *wijj25g; i ¼ 1; . . . ; r; jjwjj25gg: This shows
EðwðtÞÞ decreases in t except close (in L2ðOÞÞ to stationary solutions of (3).
Now if solutions of (8) start very close to *wi; it is easy to see by continuous
dependence that the amount of time they take to move to jjw *wijj2 ¼ g has
a positive lower bound. Hence by a slight variant of (12), the drop in energy
E must have a positive lower bound in moving from very close to *wi to
jjw *wijj2 ¼ g: On the other hand, if solutions are very close to *wi in W
1;2ðOÞ
at some time, it follows that their energy is very close to Eð *wiÞ and hence by
the decreasing of the energy they can never get back near *wi in the future if
they are very close to *wi in W 1;2ðOÞ and then move out to jjw *wijj2 ¼ g: This
signiﬁcantly restricts the dynamics. Note that since the wk’s lie in a compact
set of W 1;2ðOÞ after a ﬁnite time (by standard local estimates), close in
W 1;2ðOÞ (or W 2;pðOÞÞ is equivalent to close in L2ðOÞ:
Now any solution of (9) (with *Okð1Þ ¼ 0Þ with initial value w where
jjw *wjjj ¼ g and EðwÞ5Eð *wjÞ will after a ﬁnite time T ðwÞ be within 12 g in
DANCER AND ZHANG478L2ðOÞ of f *wig
r
i¼1=f *wjg: (This uses that E is a Liapunov functional for (9) with
*Okð1Þ ¼ 0:Þ For a compact set of such w’s in W 1;2ðOÞ; continuous
dependence then ensures the time required is uniformly bounded. By
continuous dependence and compactness (and (9)), we see that for the
ﬂow of (8), wk will after a ﬁnite time be within g of another *wi (where at
time 0;wk satisﬁes jjwk  *wjjj2 ¼ g). Since there are only a ﬁnite number of
stationary solutions, our claim follows. (Note that our arguments ensures
once a solutions leaves the neighbourhood of *wj; it can never get back close
to *wj:) ]
Remarks. (1) Clearly, the technique applies in many other situations.
For example, we could allow a few non-isolated points and it also applies
when the set of solutions of (3) is a ﬁnite number of components Mi such
that the energy E is constant on each Mi: In this latter case, our conclusion is
that eventually the solutions stay close to a single Mi:
(2) Our argument shows that if the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold,
m > 0 and EðwkðtÞÞ4 m for large k and t not small, then ðukðtÞ; vkðtÞÞ is close
to ða *wþ; *wÞ where *w is a non-trivial solution of (3) as t !1:
We now need to consider the behaviour of solutions of (8) which stay
close to a non-trivial solution *w of (3) for all large t: In fact, by using omega
ﬁnite sets, it will sufﬁce to consider solutions close for all t: We establish the
following theorem which is an improvement of some ideas in [10].
Theorem 3. Assume that *w is a non-trivial stationary solution of (3) which
is non-degenerate and ak ! a 2 ð0;1Þ and ck !1 as k !1: Then there
exists e; k0 > 0 such that if ðukðx; tÞ; vkðx; tÞÞ is a solution of (5) for k5k0 with
jjwkðx; tÞ  *wjj14e for all large t, then ukðtÞ ! *uk as vkðtÞ ! *vk uniformly on O
as t !1 where ð *uk ; *vkÞ is the unique positive stationary solution of (5) with
auk near *wþ; vk near  *w (in L2ðOÞÞ:
Remark. Firstly, the existence and uniqueness of ð *uk ; *vkÞ is proved
in [10]. Secondly, it follows from Caffarelli and Friedman [2] that non
trivial stationary solutions of (3) only vanish on a set of measure zero
and hence the formal linearization (and hence non-degeneracy) is deﬁned
(cf. [10]).
Proof. By using omega limit sets, we see that it sufﬁces to prove that the
only solutions ðuk ; vkÞ of (5) deﬁned for all t and satisfying jjwkðx; tÞ  *wjj24e
for all t is the constant solution ð *uk ; *vkÞ: Suppose this is false.
We ﬁrst consider ﬁxed k: If ðuk ; vkÞ is a non-stationary solution of (5)
which is bounded for all t; and not ð *uk ; *vkÞ; standard local parabolic
estimates imply that ’uk ; ’vk are uniformly bounded (and at least one is non-
trivial).
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jjðh; ‘Þjj0 ¼ sup#t ðjjhjj2;O
½#t;#tþ1 þ jj‘jj2;O
½#t;#tþ1Þ:
Note that this is ﬁnite for functions in L1ðO
 RÞ; in particular for ð ’uk ; ’vkÞ:
Now ð ’uk ; ’vkÞ is a solution of the linearized equation
’h ¼ Dhþ ða 2uk  ckvkÞh ckuk‘;
’‘ ¼ D‘ þ ðd  2vk  akckukÞ‘  akckvkh:
ð13Þ
By multiplying ð ’uk ; ’vkÞ by a constant, we obtain a solution ðhk ; ‘kÞ of
(13) with jjðhk ; ‘kÞjj
0 ¼ 1: Moreover, by translating in t; we may assume
jjhk jj2;O
½0;1 þ jj‘k jj2;O
½0;15
1
2
: We now use a Kato inequality argument to
obtain better bounds for ðhk ; ‘kÞ (and which are uniform in k). This is variant
of an argument in [10]. Let mk ¼ ‘k :
We multiply the ﬁrst equation in (13) by sgn hk ; use that
@jhk j
@t ¼ sgn hk
@hk
@t
and Djhk j5sgn hk Dhk both in the sense of distributions (cf. [17] or [15]).
Hence we ﬁnd
@
@t
ðjhk jÞ  Djhk j4ða 2uk  ckvkÞjhk j þ ckuk jmk j:
Similarly, by writing the second equation in terms of mk and multiplying
by sgnmk ; we obtain
@
@t
ðjmk jÞ  Djmk j4ðd  2vk  akckukÞjmk j þ akckvk jhk j:
Hence Yk ¼ ak jhk j þ jmk j solves
’Y k  DYk4ða 2ukÞak jhk j þ ðd  2vkÞjmk j: ð14Þ
Note that Yk still satisﬁes Neumann boundary conditions and the right-
hand side is bounded in L2ðO
 ½#t; #t þ 1Þ: By our choice of norm, for any
interval ½#t; #t þ 1; there always exists %t 2 ½#t; #t þ 1 such that jjhkð; %t Þjj2 þ
jjmkð; %t Þjj241: Hence we can use monotonicity for the parabolic problem and
local regularity (as in [18]) and a bootstrap argument to deduce a bound for
Yk (and hence hk and ‘k) in L1ðO
 R).
We now use a blow-up argument to deduce that hk or ‘k are uniformly
small away from *w ¼ 0 if k is large. More precisely, given a compact subset
Y of %O=fx : *wðxÞ ¼ 0g and an e0 > 0; we prove there is a k0 > 0 such that
jhkðx; tÞj4e0 or j‘kðx; tÞj4e0 if x 2 Y ; t 2 R; k5k0: ð15Þ
Once again, we prove this by a blow-up argument which is quite similar to
the ﬁrst step of the proof of Theorem 1. In more detail, if the result is false,
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sequence of k’s going to inﬁnity. If we rescale and blow up (13) much as in
the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain an L1 solution *h; *‘ on Rn 
 R of
’h ¼Dhþ *wð %xÞh a1 *wþð %xÞ‘;
’‘ ¼D‘  *wþð %xÞ‘ þ a *wð %xÞh ð16Þ
such that j *hð0; 0Þj5e0 and j*‘ð0; 0Þj5e0: Here, %x is a limit point of the xk
and you should note that akuk will converge uniformly to *wþ and vk will
converge uniformly to  *w as k !1: To prove this last claim, note that we
know from (9) and (10) that, if wk is close to *w in L2ðOÞ for all t; then, wk is
uniformly close to *w; akuk is uniformly close to *wþ and vk is uniformly close
to  *w: Note that *wþð %xÞ=0 or *wð %xÞ=0 (since %x 2 Y Þ: Now one easily sees
that a *h  *‘ is a bounded solution of ’z ¼ Dz on Rn 
 R and hence as in Step 2
of the proof of Theorem 1, a *h  *‘ ¼ C where C is a constant. We assume
C40: The other case is similar. Then, by (16), *h is a positive bounded
solution on Rn 
 R of
’h ¼ Dhþ ð *wð %xÞ  *wð %xÞþÞhþ a1 *wþð %xÞC:
Note that *wð %xÞ  *xð %xÞþ ¼ B50: We can then prove much as in Step 2 of
the proof of Theorem 1 that zðtÞ ¼ supx *hðx; tÞ satisﬁes ’z4Bz and hence
z ¼ 0: Thus *h 	 0: This contradicts *hð0; 0Þ > 0: Similarly if C50; *‘ 	 0:
Hence we have a contradiction and our claim (15) is proved.
Next, we prove #wk ¼ akhk  ‘k is uniformly small on %O
 R if k is large.
The result will then follow easily from this. Suppose by way of contradiction
that there exist ðxk ; tkÞ 2 O
 R such that j #wkðxk ; tkÞj5e0 > 0 for a sequence of
large k: By a shift in time we can assume tk ¼ 0 for all k: (We also need to
shift uk and vk in time.) Now #wk is a bounded solution
’w ¼ Dwþ akða 2ukÞhk  ðd  2vkÞ‘k
on %O
 R with j #wkðxk ; 0Þj5e0: Since the right-hand side is bounded in L1;
standard local regularity theory as in [18] ensures that #wk is locally bounded
in a H .older space and hence we can choose a subsequence of f #wkg which
converges uniformly on compact subsets of %O
 R to #w; #w is bounded on
%O
 R; j #wð %x; 0Þj5e0; where %x is a limit point of fxkg; and #w solves
@
@t
#w ¼ D #w þ aða 2a1 *wþÞ #h  ðd þ 2 *wÞ#‘ ð17Þ
in O
 R (with the boundary condition). Here, #h is a weak limit point of hk
(in L2ðO
 SÞ for compact subsets S of R) and #‘ is a weak limit point of ‘k :
We need to explain this a little. This is easy to see if we pass to the limit in a
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support in x and t). Note that as earlier akukðx; tÞ ! *wðxÞ
þ and vkðx; tÞ !
 *wðxÞ uniformly as k !1: We will prove below that #h ¼ 0 a.e. where
*wðxÞ50 and #‘ ¼ 0 a.e. where *wðxÞ > 0: Assuming this for the moment, we see
that (17) becomes
@
@t
#w ¼ D #w þ ðða 2a1 *wþÞ sgnþ *w þ ðd þ 2 *wÞ sgn *wÞ #w: ð18Þ
(Remember that a #h  #‘ ¼ #w and hence #w ¼ a #h; where *wðxÞ > 0 and #w ¼ #‘;
where *wðxÞ50 and also recall that *w only vanishes on a subset of O of
measure zero.) Here, sgnþ y ¼ 1 if y > 0 and is zero otherwise and sgn y is
deﬁned analogously. We will deduce from (18) that #w vanishes identically
(which gives the required contradiction since #wð %x; 0Þ=0). If #w does not
vanish identically, choose a %t such that #wð; %tÞ does not vanish identically on
O: Let li denote the eigenvalues of the problem
Ds ¼ ðða 2a1 *wþÞ sgnþ *w þ ðd þ 2 *wÞ sgn *wÞsþ ls in O;
@s
@n
¼ 0 on @O
ð19Þ
and let fi denote the corresponding eigenfunctions. By completeness, we can
choose fi so that h #wð; %tÞ;fii=0; where the scalar product is the usual one
on L2ðOÞ: By our non-degeneracy assumption, li=0: By a simple calculation
using (19) zðtÞ ¼ h #wð; tÞ;fii is a solution of ’z ¼ liz and zð%tÞ=0: Hence, zðtÞ ¼
zð%tÞeliðt%tÞ: This is impossible since zðtÞ is bounded (because #w is), zð%tÞ=0 and
li is real and non-zero. Hence #w ¼ 0: This gives a contradiction and thus #wk
converges uniformly to zero as k !1: It remains to check our formula for
#h and #‘: If f is smooth of compact support in O
 R; it follows from (13)
that
c1k
Z
O
R
hk ’f hkDf ða 2ukÞhkf ¼
Z
O
R
vkhkf uk‘kf:
Since the hk are uniformly bounded, it is easy to see that the left-hand side
of this equation tends to zero as k !1: Thus passing to the weak limit
(using that vkf and ukf converge strongly in L1ðO
 RÞÞ; we see that
Z
O
R
ð *w *h  a1 *wþ *‘Þf ¼ 0
By density, it follows that a *w *h  *wþ *‘ ¼ 0 a.e. Hence, *‘ ¼ 0 a.e. where
*w > 0 and *h ¼ 0 a.e. where *w50 as required. This completes the proof that
#wk converge uniformly to zero.
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*wðxÞ ¼ 0g: Since f #wkg converges uniformly to zero and since either ‘k or hk is
uniformly small at any point of B
 R; we see that ‘k and hk converge
uniformly to zero on B
 R: Hence
Z
O
½#t;#tþ1
ðhkÞ
24*eþ
Z
ðO=BÞ
½#t;#tþ1
h2k
4*eþ ðjjhk jj1Þ
2mðO=BÞ;
where *e is uniformly small if k is large (independent of #t). Since jjhk jj1 is
uniformly bounded and since mðO=BÞ is small if B is chosen suitably (since
fx: *wðxÞ ¼ 0g has zero measure), we see that jjhk jj2;O
½#t;#tþ14
1
8
if k is large
where the estimate is uniform in #t: Since we can similarly establish the
corresponding estimate for jj‘k jj2;O
½#t:#tþ1; we have a contradiction to our
normalization of ðhk ; ‘kÞ and hence such an ðhk ; ‘kÞ cannot exist. This
completes the proof. ]
Remarks. (1) If we remove the non-degeneracy condition, we
can still prove there are no periodic solutions of bounded period Tk
near ða1 *wþ; *wÞ which are non-constant in time. Here we use the
extra information that hk and ‘k (and hence #wkÞ have mean zero (over
O
 ½0; TkÞ:
(2) We expect that the theorem is still true if the linearization (3) at *w
has a one-dimensional kernel. The case of a multi-dimensional kernel seems
much more difﬁcult to analyse. (It cannot simply be done by a perturbation
argument.)
(3) We suspect that is a natural analogue of Theorem 3 in the
case where there is a continuous group of symmetries G (and the
degeneracy of a solution of (3) is only caused by the symmetries).
Here it seems we need to assume the condition that the normalizer
N ðGyÞ=Gy is ﬁnite, where N denotes the normalizer and Gy is the
isotropy group of any stationary solution y of (3) (because our
perturbation is non-variational). The notation is explained in [8].
This condition is required to hold for every non-trivial solution y
of (3).
(4) Our arguments above and those in [10] can be modiﬁed to show that
the linearization of (5) at ð *uk ; *vkÞ has no purely imaginary eigenvalues. The
most difﬁcult case is to eliminate large purely imaginary eigenvalues where
we use that our Kato-type estimates are independent of the purely imaginary
eigenvalues.
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In this section, we analyse the bounded solutions of (5) which are small
for all t: We eventually prove that they have a simple structure if the
bounded solutions of (4) are simple.
A crucial role will be played by the limiting equation:
’u ¼ Duþ uða vÞ in O
’v ¼ Dvþ vðd  uÞ;
@u
@n
¼
@v
@n
¼ 0 on @O;
u; v50:
ð20Þ
We assume, Assumption C3 of the introduction, that is, that all positive
stationary solutions of (20) are hyperbolic, the only bounded non-constant
solutions of (20) are heteroclinic solutions joining distinct stationary
solutions and there are no circuits, that is, we cannot have heteroclinic
orbits joining stationary solutions mi to miþ1 for 14i4k where m1 ¼ mkþ1:
(Note that mi are vector functions.)
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Assume that Assumptions C1 and C3 of the introduction hold
and that ak ! a 2 ð0;1Þ as k !1: Then there exist k0; e0 > 0 such that, if
ðuk ; vkÞ is a non-negative solution of (5) on O
 R with k5k0 and jjuk jj1 þ
jjvk jj14e0; then ukð; tÞ and vkð; tÞ converge uniformly on O as t !1:
Moreover, for k5k0 the chain recurrent set of such small bounded solutions of
(21) consists of a single stationary solution.
Remark. Here we mean chain recurrent in the sense of [19].
We write bounded positive solutions of (5) as uk ¼ jjuk jj1 #uk ; vk ¼ jjvk jj1 #vk :
We assume jjuk jj1 þ jjvk jj1 ! 0 as k !1: Then our equations become
@
@t
#uk ¼ D #uk þ #ukða jjuk jj1 #uk  ck jjvk jj1 #vkÞ;
@
@t
#vk ¼ D#vk þ #vkðd  jjvk jj1 #vk  akck jjuk jj1 #ukÞ:
ð21Þ
There are a number of cases. We ﬁrst assume that
ck jjvk jj1 ! 1 and ck jjuk jj1 ! 1 as k !1:
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proof of Theorem 1 ensures that #uk #vk is uniformly small on O
 R
for k large. We can assume without loss of generality that jjvk jj15jjuk jj1:
Let Bk ¼ ak
jjuk jj1
jjvk jj1
and zk ¼ Bk #uk  #vk : Note that Bk is bounded. Then zk
satisﬁes
’zk ¼ Dzk þ aBk #uk  d #vk  Bk jjuk jj1ð #ukÞ
2 þ jjvk jj1ð #vkÞ
2:
Much as in the derivation of (9), this becomes
’zk  Dzk ¼ azþk þ dz

k þ #Okð1Þ ð22Þ
since jjvk jj1 (and hence jjuk jj1Þ is small. Here, #Okð1Þ ! 0 uniformly
as k !1:
We can pass to the limit much as in the previous section. We obtain a
non-trivial bounded solution on O
 R of
’z  Dz ¼ azþ þ dz ð23Þ
(with the boundary condition). It is non-trivial because #uk #vk is
uniformly small and jj #uk jj1 ¼ 1 ¼ jj#vk jj1: Thus there exists ðxk ; tkÞ where
jzkðxk ; tkÞj512:
For (23) the only bounded solution is z ¼ 0 which gives a contradic-
tion. To see this, one notes that by our Assumption C1, the only
stationary solution of (23) is z ¼ 0 while, by using the obvious
Liapunov functional, a non-stationary bounded solution must join
distinct stationary solutions which is impossible. Thus this case does
not occur.
Now suppose ck jjvk jj1 ! 1 and fck jjuk jj1g is bounded as k !1: We can
use the same argument as above to show that this case does not occur except
that the blow up equations are different. They are
@ #u
@t
¼D #u  #u#v;
@#v
@t
¼D#v
on Rn 
 R; where #uð0; 0Þ > 0 and #vð0; 0Þ > 0: (We divide both equations in
(21) by ck jjvk jj1; rescale and pass to the limit.) As before, John’s result in [1]
applied to the second equation gives that #v ¼ constant ¼ C50: If C ¼ 0; we
are ﬁnished. If not, @ #u@t ¼ D #u  C #u and, if C > 0; we can argue as in Step 2 of
the proof of Theorem 1 to ﬁnd #u ¼ 0: The rest of the proof is as before. Thus
this case does not occur.
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the limit in (21), we obtain a non-negative non-trivial bounded
solution of
’u ¼ Duþ uða svÞ;
’v ¼ Dvþ vðd  anuÞ
ð24Þ
on O
 R with the boundary condition. If s ¼ 0; the ﬁrst equation is ’u ¼
Duþ au: Since a > 0; this easily implies u 	 0: The second equation then
becomes ’v ¼ Dvþ dv which implies v 	 0: This contradicts that one of u and
v is non-trivial. Thus this case does not occur. Similarly, n ¼ 0 is impossible.
If s; n > 0; we can rescale back to the case where s ¼ an ¼ 1: More precisely,
the ﬂows are equivalent by the obvious rescaling. Indeed, in the arguments
below we always assume s ¼ an ¼ 1: The general case only needs minor
modiﬁcations.
Note that when s; n; are both positive, as easy argument shows that uþ
v! 0 as t !1 is impossible (or even that one of u and v tends to zero
unless it vanishes identically).
Note that when s ¼ an ¼ 1; Eq. (21) is a smooth perturbation of (20). We
now observe that, if ðuk ; vkÞ is a bounded non-negative solution of (21) for
large k so that ck jjuk jj1 ! 1 and akck jjvk jj1 ! 1 as k !1 then ð #uk ; #vkÞ
uniformly approach a union of heteroclinic orbits of (20) and their
associated stationary points. This is by a simple compactness argument.
This is similar to, but much easier than the arguments in the proof of
Theorem 2. By regularity properties of the ﬂow of (20), they will be close in
C1ðOÞ 
 C1ðOÞ: Next note that since (2) has only the trivial solution, we can
use a simple blow up argument, similar to that in the proof of Step 1 of the
proof of Theorem 1 to show that there is a bound in the uniform norm for
the set of bounded solutions of (20). Since all the bounded solutions of (20)
are heteroclinic solutions and there are no circuits, we can deﬁne a partial
order on the set of positive stationary solutions A of (20) by m > b if m; b 2
A and if there are heteroclinic solutions joining mi to miþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; k;
where m1 ¼ m and mkþ1 ¼ b: The no circuit condition ensures the ‘‘order’’
makes sense. Of the non-negative stationary solutions of (20), choose one *m
minimal in this order among those having the property that it is there is a
sequence ti !1 and ki!1 such that ð #ukiðtiÞ; #vkiðtiÞÞ ! *m as i!1: We
prove that ð #ukiðtÞ; #vkiðtÞÞ is close to *m for t5*ti: The omega limit set D of
ð #uki; #vkiÞ is a compact connected invariant set which is close to a set of
heteroclinic solutions of (20). If some point of D is close to a stationary
solution of (20) less than *m in the order or to a point *c on a heteroclinic
solution of (20) joining m to b where m; b 2A where either m5 *m or b5 *m in
this order, we get a contradiction. (In the case, where some point of D is
close to *c; necessarily b5 *m and if ðukið#tiÞ; vkið#tÞÞ is close to *c then for suitable
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dependence.) We now choose e > 0 such that the ball in C1ðOÞ 
 C1ðOÞ of
radius e centred at *m contains no other stationary solutions of (20)
and such that, if there are orbits of (20) joining m1;m2 2A which
pass through this ball, then there are heteroclinic orbits of (20) joining
m1 to *m and *m to m2: (Since there are only a ﬁnite number of stationary
solutions of (20), this can be done by a simple compactness argument.)
Now we prove that, given e > 0; ð #ukiðtÞ; #vkiðtÞÞ stay within e of *m for all
large t and large i in the L1 norm. (Here we abuse notation slightly, and
will do henceforth, by using the L1 norm to mean the product
norm on L1ðOÞ  L1ðOÞÞ: We know that they are sometimes within
1
2
e of *m (in fact very close to *m). Hence if our claim is false, there must
exist #t so ð #ukið#tÞ; #vkið#tÞÞ is L1 distance from *m ¼ 12 e and then ð #ukiðtÞ; #vkiðtÞÞ
has L1 distance from *m51
2
e till the distance becomes e: Now our
solution ð #ukiðtÞ; #ukiðtÞÞ must be close to the stable or unstable manifold
of the hyperbolic critical point *m for the ﬂow of (20) as long as it stays
close to *m: These manifolds are deﬁned in Section 5.2 of Henry [14]. In
the case where our solution moves close to the stable manifold, when
the distance is 12 e it will move close to the stable manifold and hence it
will move back towards *m so the distance will not increase to e: (Here
it is tidier if we put on an equivalent norm so the distance on the
stable manifold from *m is always decreasing.) In the case where our
solution moves close to the unstable manifold, the solution at #t is close
to the unstable manifold. A simple compactness argument shows
that for the ﬂow of (20) any point on the unstable manifold of *m
distance 1
2
e will be close to another stationary solution of (20) at a
time T with %t14T4%t2 (where %t1; %t2 are positive and independent of
the choice of point). Hence by continuous dependence we see that
at a time t between #t þ %t1; #t þ %t2; ð #ukiðtÞ; #vkiðtÞÞ is close to another stationary
point of (20). (Note that ðukð#tÞ; vkð#tÞÞ will lie near a compact
part of the unstable manifold so that there are no compactness
troubles.) The above result contradicts the minimality of *m and we have
proved our claim.
Once we know ð #ukiðtÞ; #vkiðtÞÞ is close to *m for all large t; we can complete the
proof that ð #uki; #vkiÞ (and hence ðuki; vkiÞÞ approaches a stationary solution of
(21) as t !1 by a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 3 or by
more simply using for this regular perturbation, we can choose the
neighbourhoods of the stationary points of (21) where we have a hyperbolic
structure uniformly in the perturbation. This proves the ﬁrst statement of
Theorem 4.
The second part of Theorem 4 follows from the ﬁrst part since it is easy to
see that our proof of the ﬁrst part of Theorem 4 shows that there are no
small circuits of bounded small solutions of (21) (because we show that once
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element for future time).
Remarks. (1) Note that if (20) has a compact invariant hyperbolic set, it
will continue to a hyperbolic set for (5). Thus some knowledge of (20) is
necessary to study (5). Note also that it is possible to weaken the
hyperbolicity assumption by allowing zero to be a simple eigenvalue of
the linearization.
(2) We consider when Assumption C3 holds for (20). We only obtain
partial results. Assume a ¼ d and a is not an eigenvalue of D for Neumann
boundary conditions. If ðuðtÞ; vðtÞÞ is a bounded solution of (20), uðtÞ  vðtÞ is
a bounded solution of
’h ¼Dhþ ah in O;
@h
@n
¼ 0 on @O:
As in the proof of Theorem 3, we can use eigenfunction expansions to
deduce h 	 0; i.e. u 	 v: Then u satisﬁes
’u ¼ Duþ uða uÞ in O ð25Þ
with the boundary condition. It is easy to see that only non-negative
solutions are u 	 0; u 	 a and the heteroclinic solution joining 0 to a: (This
is a standard sublinear problem with a Liapunov functional.) It is then easy
to see that Assumption C3 is satisﬁed in this case. (Note that, since 0 and a
are easily seen to be hyperbolic solutions of (26), we easily check that ð0; 0Þ
and ða; aÞ are hyperbolic solutions of (20).)
If a0 is not an eigenvalue of D on O (with the boundary condition)
then if ða; dÞ is close to ða0; a0Þ Assumption C3 continues to hold. We
sketch this. Firstly, for ða; dÞ near ða0; a0Þ; there is a uniform bound
for the bounded solutions of (20). This is proved by a blow-up argument
similar to that in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1 and uses that, for
such ða; dÞ; (2) has only the trivial solution. One then uses a perturba-
tion argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4 to show
that bounded solutions approach stationary points as t !1: Since,
compactness easily implies that ð0; 0Þ and ðd; aÞ are the only
stationary solutions for ða; dÞ near ða0; a0Þ; the hyperbolicity of
the stationary solutions is easy to check. This completes the sketch of
the argument. It would be interesting to understand better when our
assumptions on (20) hold.
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DANCER AND ZHANG4883. THE MAIN RESULT
Theorem 5. Assumptions C1–C3 hold, that ak ! a 2 ð0; 1Þ as k !1 and
k !1 as k !1: Then for large k, every solution of (5) with non-negative
nitial conditions approaches a stationary solution as t tends to infinity.
Proof. Suppose that ðukðx; tÞ; vkðx; tÞÞ is a solution of (5) with k large
here ak ! a 2 ð0;1Þ as k !1: If the omega limit set of ðuk ; vkÞ is a single
quilibria, we are ﬁnished by standard theory. By Theorems 2 and 3, we are
nished unless ðuk ; vkÞ is small for large t: Thus the omega limit set consists
f solutions which are small for all t and the omega limit set is chain
ecurrent by Mischaikov et al. [19]. Hence the result follows from the second
tatement of Theorem 4.
Remark. Our methods can be easily modiﬁed to cover cases where ak !
(but akck !1Þ or ak !1 as k !1: It is easy to modify the proofs of
ection 1 (though Eq. (3) changes). Equation (4) is unchanged though the
roofs of Section 2 need some modiﬁcation because for small solutions
ither jjuk jj1=jjvk jj1 tends to zero or inﬁnity (depending on whether ak ! 0
r ak !1 as k !1).
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